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“We are using the term ‘strategic procurement and focused on

economic, environmental, social benefits. This is becoming more

understood; both through internal awareness within the 

District and by vendors, who are also understanding that we are

wanting to achieve  something else beyond just the provision of

goods and services” - April Froment
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SOFT LANDSCAPE
TENDER
In 2014 , social procurement was not

really on the District of Tofino ’s radar .

However , staff and council became

motivated to explore procurement as

a tool for building healthy community .

Tofino is an isolated community with

many resources , trades , and products

coming from outside the region . In

addition , local businesses have a

limited market for their products and

services . The result of this is that

things tend to be more expensive ,

there is a higher cost of living , and the

cost of getting products to outside

markets is significant . The District

began to consider how to be more

strategic with procurement by asking

“could we provide community services

and advance social and economic

goals at the same time?".

The soft landscaping tender discussed

here had its roots in a previous

project . Tofino had completed Phase 1

of a downtown streetscape

revitalization , one of the largest value

projects ever completed by the

District . The project as a whole was

too complex for local suppliers and

was anticipated to be delivered solely

by an outside contractor . The initial

project was valued at $1 .8M , and

almost all of the resources came from

outside the community , including

trades such as bricklaying and

landscaping , and maintenance such as

garden watering . The District

considered that some of these services

could be provided locally and possibly

even at a lower cost .

Phase 2 of the project was valued at

$1 .4M and the District wanted to ask

the question , "how can we ensure that

local businesses and employers , who

are capable of doing this work , have

an opportunity to bid?".

In order to address this , the District

elected to conduct a separate

procurement process for the

landscape component of the project .

The District advertised the opportunity

locally and , knowing there to be at

least 3-4 competent landscapers in

the community , felt confident that

there would be interest . Because the

bid was under the trade agreement

thresholds (below $75K), the

opportunity was able to be advertised

more locally , while still undertaking a

competitive process that would

ensure the best value .

There was some initial worry that

there would be an additional cost to

the contract , but the results were

actually the opposite . The multiple

bids that came in demonstrated cost

savings when compared to the

project 's Phase 1 costs . These cost

savings were a result of not needing to

pay staff travel and accommodation

for the upfront build , and the cost of

equipment transported in from

outside the community .



For ongoing maintenance , this was also being provided from outside

the community . The local contractor provided maintenance services

much more efficiently , resulting in a lower cost to the District

because they were already in the community .

The general contractor for the larger project did not object to

removing the landscaping component of the contract because

landscaping usually tended to be work they would have to sub-

contract anyway . When the general contract was tendered , the soft

landscaping just wasn ’t included .

"Now when we are
starting a large capital

project, we look at what
can be done locally - do
we have the resources

in the community? 
Tofino is small so we

think we know, but we
don’t always know. It
doesn’t hurt to ask.”
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LESSONS
LEARNED
Several of the local landscaping contractors were in the

early stages of their business and not used to

responding to government tenders . The District had to

dedicate some time to communicate with them about

the process and administration of the contract .

However , by gaining experience in a large commercial

contract , local contractors have increased their capacity

to take on larger contracts and have gone on to win

additional contracts for other projects . This new

capacity provides employment within the local

community and significant associated economic

benefits .

Another lesson learned was that , due to the unbundling

process , two separate but related contracts were

created . This caused a small amount of confusion

around responsibilities meaning that the District was

required to provide communication support and

clarification of roles which lead to an increase in

contract administration time .

In 2019 , the District released a Request for Qualifications

(RFQ) for the construction of a new wastewater

treatment plant that incorporated explicit social

development objectives and community benefits .
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Describe your organization's experience in meeting social objectives on other current and

past projects, identify any specific challenges encountered and your methodology for

meeting the requirements, and report on achievements.

Provide your strategy and operational plan to provide workforce accommodation over the

term of construction for the WWTP. The housing plan must outline the proposed approach for

accommodating non-resident, skilled workers coming into the area to work. Include general

location, number, and type of housing, anticipated rents. Advise on the disposition of housing

at the end of construction.

Provide your strategy for an offshore and onshore transportation plan to provide pick up and

transport to and from the construction site, workforce accommodations, and other points of

on/offboarding. With an emphasis on the members of the Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation (TFN) who

live very close by, the transportation plan must provide workforce transportation solutions to

maximize employment opportunities for area residents.

Confirm the ability of your organization to meet the requirements below in the future tender

submission. (The nonresident project workforce should be limited to the skilled trades and to

professionals with skill sets that cannot be sourced locally.)

1:5 Minimum apprenticeship ratio on-site;

1:5 Carpentry apprenticeship ration to provide trades training to qualifying Area Residents;

Apprenticeship Diversity: Minimum 50% apprentices must be Indigenous, female or youth,

including an Indigenous and Female Apprenticeship Training Requirement recruited

through NETP.

Confirm the ability of your organization to meet the requirements below in the future tender

submission: The Region’s living wage is currently $20.11 per hour. All skilled trades workers

involved in the delivery of the WWTP Plant

Construction will be paid the living wage at minimum. Confirm the ability of your

organization to meet the requirements below in the future tender submission. Identify key

high-level strategies to achieve the target of 15% local project (cumulative spend at the end of

the project; Tracking and Reporting of the project) spend with Indigenous and locally owned

businesses.

 

PRE-QUALIFICATION OF
CONTRACTORS - RFQ

Community and Social Development Objectives
and Community Benefits - 12% weighting

Services delivered in partnership by:Supported by:


